CHAPTER XXII
GENERAL  UNIFORM AD  VALOREM TAXES UPON  IMPORTS
OR EXPORTS
§ 1. for the purposes of this chapter we disregard the
fact that international dealings embrace the granting and
receipt of current loans and the payment of interest on past
loans. We picture to ourselves one country confronting the
rest of the world and simply trading its exports, represented
by cloth, against imports, represented by linen. As in
Chapter XIX, we postulate that the aggregate amount of
productive effort engaged alike in the one country and in
the rest of the world is unaffected by the imposition of general
uniform taxes, and that complications connected with increasing
and decreasing returns, which are important as regards duties
confined to particular imports or exports, do not come into
account.
§ 2. Provided, of course, that the government spends the
proceeds in the same way in either case, it makes no difference
on which side of the exchange transaction a general ad valorem
tax is imposed. Marshall once put the matter thus : " For
purposes of general analysis the all-round merchant is the
only one that need be considered. It is true that the exporter
prefers to sell bills drawn against his produce to an importer,
each specialising his knowledge on one-half of the trade. But
that is only because there is such keen competition between
importers that, if one importer offers such bad terms for the
bill as to keep an undue share of the profit for himself, the bill
will be sold to some other importer. The difference to the
export merchant doing all-round business of £200,000 arising
from the change from a tax of £10,000 upon his export trade
to a tax of £10,000 on his import trade, the date at which
the tax is levied being the same, is nothing at all. In either
case the tax would put out of the trade just those exports
with which foreign markets are relatively saturated and just
those imports with which English markets are relatively
saturated." * When a country's imports consist in part of
1 The citation is from a private note. The same point is made in other
words in Money, Credit and Commerce, pp. 180-82.
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